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Abstract 
 
Passports are one of the most significant personal documents that countries 

are exploiting to improve the identity and reduce the fraudulent and misuse 

of citizen legal information. The validation process of citizen information has 
become a critical issue as security systems and technologies are evolving. It 

requires a combination of high-grade security features and techniques since 

there is no single and universal solution to protect the passport against 

threats. Likewise, A balance of utilization between the security features and 
techniques need to be obtained to create robust layers of security that defeat 

more than one type of fraudulent attack. A new approach that aims at 

increasing the confidentiality of the travel document has been presented. The 
proposed approach works in two main steps; first, it divides and embeds the 

person’s fingerprint image within the travel document by utilizing the Least 

Significant Bit technique (LSB). Second, at the countries border checkpoints, 

the border authorities will exploit a reverse technique by extracting the 
fingerprint from the passport identification page and then verify that 

fingerprint with the scanned version of the traveler’s fingerprint, which is 

taken by electronic passport readers. Within the framework of these 
processes, we tried to leverage and empower the privacy to eliminate the 

unauthorized and repetitive data of fake passport.  Furthermore, overall 

safety measures will be conducted to validate the travel document accuracy  
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and bioinformation integrity. The experimental results demonstrate the 

validity of the proposed approach by applying well-known image 

measurements such as peak signal-to-noise ratio SPNR. Also, the proposed 

technique successfully implemented using MATLAB. 
 

Key words: Travel Document Authentication; Fingerprint; Information 

Hiding; Information Encryption; Biometric Identification; Passport 

Validation, Biometric Screening. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

Significant changes have been made to the passport since it first 

appeared nearly five centuries ago, often imposed by countries for security 

reasons and to eliminate any indusial to represents false credentials. A 
passport represents the most important document a person can receive, and 

the privileges of this document are measured by the strength of the country to 

which the holder belongs. In view of the importance of the passport as an 
official document, it identifies some of the legal statuses of the individual 

before the international community, especially with regard to proof of 

nationality and the consequent necessity of obtaining visas for some 

countries that require it [1]. 
Historically speaking, there was no need to put a picture on the British 

passport until World War I in 1914 [2]. In the same direction, as soon as 

Poland received a recommendation from the European Union (EU), it started 
issuing biometric passports for residents and that was by the end of August 

2006. The EU commission approved the regulations on biometric standards 

to be applied in passports. Additionally, the EU Commission urges all 
members to cooperate to exchange their resident’s database and biometric 

information in order to be connected to an Automated Fingerprint 

Identification System [3]. 

A biometric passport is a result of the revolution of data validity and 
integrity technologies. The use of encrypted biometric such as digital 

fingerprint decreases the fraud activities which could be used to breach the 

countries immigration rules and cause potential threats. Passport encryption 
is explicitly a process intended to encode and protect sensitive information 

from unapproved individuals. It likewise safeguards unique information, so 

that others can't manipulate the significant data [4]. Joining another level of 
security can considerably reduce the error rate caused by the weakness of the 

information validity process, which possibly leads to various types of fraud. 

For the sake of increasing the level of security of the captured biometric 

information, we thus embed the rightful passport holder thumb in the 
scanned copied of the passport information page. The technique we are 

embracing one of the well-known information hiding technique which is 

called the Least Significant Bit (LSB).  
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LSB is a procedure of installing the information into the spread with the 
goal that it can't be distinguished by an easygoing onlooker. The procedure 

works by supplanting a portion of the data in a given pixel with data from the 

information in the image (scanned copy of the passport information page). 
While it is conceivable to insert information into an image on any bit-plane, 

LSB embedding is performed on the least significant bit(s). This minimizes 

the variation in colors that the embedding creates [5].Below is an illustrate 

some of principles that is utilizing in biometric authentication system: 
 

1.1 Passport Physical Counterfeiting 
 

Any change obtained by the passport in a material way, as it leaves a 

trace perceived by the naked eye or can be detected by scientific means  [6]. 

The perception of fraud varies depending on the method used, if the forger 
uses the scientific method and mastered his work may not be easily detected, 

and if the use of simple methods was subject to detection. It is divided into 

two parts [7]: 

 Total Forgery: It is to print the entire passport and put marks 

recognized by the forger in a passport, and this is a costly process cannot be 
carried out by ordinary people, but is practiced by countries or gangs that 

have the financial ability and have interests in printing the fake passport for 

the purpose of illegal and difficult This fraud can be detected. 

 Means of detecting crime: There are many means and technical 

methods to detect fraud in passports. A reference to the technical expert to 

intervene to examine the passport when it is suspected of forgery during the 

completion of the entry or departure procedures of a person, which places the 

passport individual with great responsibility in the fields of knowing the 
technical means leading to the detection of the forged passport and the 

quality of forgery and the methods used in the forgery. 

 

1.2 Using Computers to Verify Passport Identity 
 

Countries’ passport departments create a database of all the passports 
they issue. Therefore, it is possible to compare the potential information 

collected and stored in a computer with the information that extracted from 

the passport [8]. 

Fingerprints are unique in sense that they never change, even when they 
get older, meaning that they can be used as evidence in crimes, unless the 

deep "underlying" layer is destroyed, or deliberately altered by cosmetic 

surgery. Fingerprints have three basic patterns: arches, rings, and swirls. 
What make each fingerprint unique are the small details of its shape, size, 

number and arrangement in these patterns. Fingerprints can be taken through 

electronic scanning device and save data electronically in the appropriate 
format.  
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While most countries have a national fingerprint database, INTERPOL 

has an international database called an automated fingerprint identification 

system. 

 

1.3  Encryption  
 

As we mentioned before, encryption is explicitly intended to stow away, 
ensure, and defend significant information from unapproved eyes [4]. 

However, when an approved beneficiary extracts the encryption on the 

information in a document, that data must be altered by that individual. From 
that point, contingent upon the beneficiary's information on keeping up a 

document's security, the data could be spilled. 

 

1.4  Biometric Verification Techniques 
 

Bio authentication system tends to use various analytical and verification 

techniques (e.g. False Match Rates, False None-Match Rates) to measure the 
accuracy of the extracted biometric information and how far it could be 

matched with an authentic one. 

 False Match Rates (FMR) represents a process of measuring the 

mismatch rate of two different individuals’ biometrics signals collected from 

the same person. 

 False None-Match Rates (FNMR) is the process of measuring 

the miss-categorized rate of two distinct biometric signals collected from the 

same individual as being identified to be from different individuals [9].  

Please note that this research will not exploit these measures as our focus 
is mainly directed toward utilizing the LSB as an embedding technique to 

strengthen the biometric verification process. 

This paper is divided into five sections. The first section gives a brief 
overview of the key concepts of the passport verification and validation 

process. Furthermore, throughout this section, we discover the main issues 

pertaining to passport authentication. The second section examines the 

studies that have been conducted to measure the safety and validity of the 
passport. A new technique to improve passport security is described in the 

third section. In the fourth section, an evaluation of the proposed technique is 

presented. Our conclusions are drawn in the final section. 
 

2 Literature Review and Related Work 

 
In recent years there has been growing interest in biometric technologies 

resulting in the improvement of Bio-authentication Systems. In the literature, 

the researchers discussed the requirements, national guidelines, and 
application necessities to apply biometric techniques to improve passport 

security measures.  
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They argue that rather than using the traditional authentication process to 
verify the passport information validity it might be more useful to employ 

statistical methods instead. However, the biometric frameworks depend 

profoundly on the applicability of biometric authentication systems.  
A new approach has been presented in [10] for unique mark biometrics 

improvement and screening the board framework for Touchy Association. 

The idea behind this examination is to increase the security in touchy 

establishments through the coordination of unique mark biometrics into the 
personality databases. A unique mark is perceived and adequate security 

highlight. It is generally utilized for human recognizable proof and criminal 

reviewing of recently enlisted safety crew. The investigation was led utilizing 
visual studio 2010 on Dot Net structure 4.0 with C# object-situated 

programming language. The backend database utilized was a MySQL 

“relational database management system” (RDMBS). The exploration 
delivered various key outcomes incorporate the improvement of a biometric 

security layer that can distinguish and confirm the character of an individual 

utilizing a selected unique mark layout. All in all, the investigation shows 

that the joining of unique mark biometric framework unfeeling establishment 
databases can improve the security of the association and ease the issue 

related to customary personality check strategies. 

Shahidah’s research [11] presents an essential structure approach to 
verify the collected data in the E-identification by exploiting the Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) calculation. The AES represents another 

cryptographic calculation used mainly to secure electronic information. 

Besides, AES is iterative; symmetric-key square figures which adapt keys of 
128, 192, and 256 bits. It encodes and decodes information in squares of 128 

bits (16 bytes). The calculation was conducted effectively by executing the 

Visual Basic program. The proposed model uses a microchip instead of a 
memory stick for many reasons in which the microchip is capable to read 

data faster, smaller in size, and high capacity.  

A new travel document paradigm is proposed in [12]. The model 
provides a novel technique for issuing, storing and verifying travel 

documents while maintaining a certain level of privacy preservation. It 

integrates a biometrically derived key by using digital credentials technology 

which reduces any privacy implications. This study also presents a 
smartphone-based approach that acts as a biometric checkpoint through 

international travel gates. Moreover, it represents a new way of reducing the 

implantation complexity of most of the biometric authentication system. The 
outcomes showed that the proposed approach is very useful to increase the 

security in airports and borders. Also, it increases biometric privacy and 

reduces the complexity of the overall immigration security system. 
Gupta’s approach [13] has examined and evaluated the security features 

adopted in the Indian passport to provide a better way of improving security 

protection against more than one type of threat.  
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The approach highlighted that by obtaining a balance among a set of 

features and techniques provides multiple integrated layers of security which 

defat fraudulent attack. Different scientific instruments i.e. Video Spectral 

Comparator (VSC), Twin Video Comparator (TVC), Ultraviolet lamp have 
been utilized to acquaint the passport examiner to evaluate the passport bio 

data and the measure the correctness of the extracted individual information. 

The researchers argue that their research will be useful for border 
checkpoints officials and forensic scientists to improve the overall Indian’s 

biometric system. 

 

3 The Proposed Approach  
 

The main objective of the present study is to utilize LSB as new 
technique regarding biotechnology safety measurements in passport 

verification. Again, the purpose of passports is to prevent the use of false 

documents, and not to allow the entry of travelers to a country in case of 
using a forged or illegal required passport. To achieve this goal, methods 

such as integrating encryption protocols using LSB should be utilized to 

improve the strength of passport identification system against identity theft. 

The outcomes are potentially useful for those who make passport design 
decisions in terms of encryption and multiple biometrics measurements.  

The following is the steps of present study: 

Step 1: Divide the fingerprint image into four parts. 
Step 2:  Embed the four parts in four places in the passport photo. 

Step 3:  Extract the fingerprint from the original passport image. 

Step 4:  Taking a fingerprint scan (passport holder). 

Step 5: Matching the fingerprint extracted from the passport with the 
fingerprint from the scan. 

Furthermore, the main steps of the proposed approach are described in 

the following pseudo code:  
Algorithm 1 Global Embedding Thumbnail Algorithm (GEMTA) 

Input:  Cov = Cover image (passport image)  

Thm = Embedding image (thumbnail image) 
Output: Emb   = Image combine both cover and embedded images  

EmbdKeys = Array of numbers to be used to extract thumbnail from passport 

images 

[CovRows, CovCols] = size (Cov) % Extract the cover image Width and 
Height 

[ThmRows, ThmCols] = size (Thm) % Extract the embed image Width and 

Height 
If (ThmRows X ThmCols * 8bits) > (CovRows X CovCols) then Emb = nil, 

and Return End 

[CovP1, CovP2, CovP3, CovP4] = ImageToFourParts(Cov) % Split Cover 
image into 4 parts 
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[ThmP1, ThmP2, ThmP3, ThmP4] = ImageToFourParts(Thm) % Split 

Embed image into 4 parts 
embdCP1 = ThumbEmbedded(CovP1, ThmP1) % Embed All Thumb Parts 

into   Cover Parts using Least Significant Bit Algorithm (LSB) respectively  

embdCP2 = ThumbEmbedded(CovP2, ThmP2) 
embdCP3 = ThumbEmbedded(CovP3, ThmP3) 

embdCP4 = ThumbEmbedded(CovP4, ThmP4) 

EmbdKeys = []  % initialize array 

Count = 0 
For part in [ThmP1, ThmP2, ThmP3, ThmP4] Do 

EmbdKeys [ count++] = size (part) End 

Emb = CombineFourToImage(embdCP1,embdCP2,embdCP3,embdCP4) % 
reconstruct Emb image from embedded parts 

Return 
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Algorithm 2 Global Extracting Thumbnail Algorithm (GEXTA) 

Input:  Emb = Image combine both cover and embedded images 

EmbdKeys = Array of numbers to be used to extract thumbnail from passport 

images  
Output: Thm = Extracted thumbnail image  

[imCp1, imCp2, imCp3, imCp4] = ImageToFourParts(Emb) % Split Emb 

image into 4 parts  % Extract All Thumbnail Parts from Emb Parts using 
Least Significant Bit Algorithm (LSB) respectively  

thumbP1 = extractThumb(imCp1, EmbdKeys (1,:)) 

thumbP2 = extractThumb(imCp2, EmbdKeys (2,:)) 
thumbP3 = extractThumb(imCp3, EmbdKeys (3,:)) 

thumbP4 = extractThumb(imCp4, EmbdKeys (4,:)) 

thumbImage = CombineFourToImage (thumbP1, thumbP2, thumbP3, 

thumbP4); 
Return 

 

4 Evaluation 
 

The goal here is to explore the benefits of utilizing the LSB technique in 

the proposed approach. For the sake of evaluation, different metrics have 
been used to assess the image quality after applying our technique: 

 

4.1 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
 

PSNR is error metric computes the peak signal-to-noise ratio, in decibels 

(dB), between two images. This ratio is often used to quality measurement 

between the original and a reconstructed image. PSNR is represents a 
measure of the peak error derived by setting the mean square error (MSE) 

metric about the maximum possible value of the luminance and define as 

follows  [3]: 

   
Where R is the number of gray levels and its range is (0-255) and 

represents the maximum fluctuation in the input image data type, for 

example if the input image data type is (8-bit) the value R=255, …etc  [6]. 
 

4.2 Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 
 

The large value of Mean Average Error (MAE) means that image is poor 
quality. MAE is defined as follow [3]: 
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4.3 Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) 
 

The visual quality measurement is of fundamental importance in many 

image and video processing applications. VIF is an effective full reference 
image quality metric proposed by Sheikh and Bovik  [6]. 

IF is defining as: 

 

Where  and  represent the information that can ideally 
be extracted by the brain from a particular sub band in the reference and the 

test images respectively. Table 1 shows the original images (original passport 

images), the fingerprinted images, and the calculated image quality 
measurements. 

Table 1: The photos used (original passport) in the current work. 

Original Passport Images 
Passport Images with 

embedded fingerprint 
SPNR MAE VIF 

  

20.45 7 0.92 

  

21.66 8.14 0.90 

  

22.13 10.01 0.94 

  

29.10 13.50 0.90 
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5 Conclusion  
 

In this paper, a new approach based on LSB that aimed at increasing 

passport confidentiality is proposed and validated. The fingerprint of a 

passport’s holder is used as an extra key verification which embeds in 
scanned passport image using LSB technique. The extracted results have 

shown there is a high security could be achieved using fingerprint analysis in 

conjunction with LSB technique. In the same direction, the proposed 
technique does not require sophisticated or expensive tools or devices to be 

exploited to assess the travel document’s holder identity. 
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